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Dear Willow Class,
Your home learning project this half term will support our Frozen Kingdom topic. Please choose
one of the ideas below. We would like to see a plan for your chosen activity on Monday
January 20th with a final project ready to share with us on Friday February 7th.
• Imagine that Earth has entered another Ice Age. Write a diary-style piece describing the
changes and how the human race has adapted to cope.
• Use a range of snowy images to create a polar collage. Remember to use lots of interesting
textures, shapes, colours and patterns.
• Make a model of your favourite Arctic animal using clay, dough or recycled materials.
Supplement your model with photos, writing or a PowerPoint presentation of the design and
creation process.
• Create a poster or brochure for a new travel company which arranges visits to the Arctic or
Antarctic. Use powerful images and text to tempt customers who want an extra-special trip!
Research realistic prices, experiences and ideas for your own brochure.
• Design a pair of snow boots for an Arctic explorer. What materials would you use? What
features could they have? Let your imagination run wild – can you create a prototype?
• Imagine a common domestic animal became an inhabitant of the Arctic or Antarctic. How
would it have to adapt to survive there? Longer, thicker hair? What else? Draw and rename
your common animal with a more exciting ‘polar’ name. Add details of all the adaptations.

Please remember all projects will be displayed after they have been presented. We can’t wait to
see what you get up to and remember to ask if you have any questions….don’t leave it until the
night before!
Willow Class Team
Mrs Tweedale, Mrs Whittet & Mrs Ogden

